Bryan the DJ
www.bryanthedj.com
Bryan has performed for over 15 years and in over 1000
weddings. As the owner of OtherBrother Entertainment, a
wedding entertainment based company, Bryan focuses on
boutique, high-energy wedding entertainment. You can be
sure to have one of the most experienced
wedding professionals in the South East handling your
event. Bryan's ability to mix music and mash up tracks
throughout the night to keeps guests of all ages on the dance
floor. Mixing and matching all types of music is his passion,
from Top 40 to oldies, Motown, throwbacks, to 80’s, 90’s and
the classics - I keep everyone dancing the entire night.
BRYAN'S SERVICES INCLUDE:
• Acoustic Guitar performance for ceremonies and cocktail hours (if requested)
• High quality QSC full range sound system
• High quality wireless microphones for all announcements and toasts
• MC’ing of introductions and announcements throughout the night
• Full music coordination and planning
• Custom music editing (if requested)
• The most unique tailored DJ experience in the wedding industry
• Uplighting, Photobooth and/or Video Screen and Projecto

**VOTED CHARLESTON’S BEST DJ TWO YEARS IN A ROW**
DJ Bryan Mahanes
http://otherbrotherent.com/djs/dj-bryan-mahanes/
*includes four hours for reception DJ services
Guitarist Bryan Mahanes
http://otherbrotherent.com/portfolio_page/bryan-mahanes/
*you can add on Bryan for ceremony audio and acoustic guitar
for ceremony an additional fee
Includes one hour for ceremony, ceremony audio package seen
below and either acoustic guitar and/or recorded music.
PACKAGE DISCOUNT:
If Bryan is booked for ceremony and reception, cocktail hour is
included at no charge. You can select live guitar music for
cocktail hour or a recorded playlist. This service includes any
audio that would be required for the cocktail hour.**Bryan’s
fee is all inclusive of ceremony performance, ceremony
audio(lapel mic'ing for your officiant with strategically placed
ceremony speakers so as to be hidden from photos) and
reception performance.

Testimonials for Bryan The DJ
Bryan,
We want to express our sincerest gratitude to you for making
our wedding so special and fun! We had the best time that day
and our guests can’t stop talking about what an awesome DJ
you were. We couldn’t agree more!! We can’t thank you
enough for your hard work and for working your magic to keep
the dance floor packed and energy High all night long. We will
cherish the memories from our wedding day for the rest of our
lives and your music will be at the top of our list of
recommendations to newly engaged couples for years to come!
Love and many thanks,
-Laura Claire and Brian. 10-14-17 William Aiken House
"Bryan is awesome and you should trust this review as a basis
to hire him for your event. We did a destination wedding in
Charleston and we had to plan the whole thing from Boston. DJ
has to be one of the hardest things to pick - a DJ can make or
break a party and there’s no way to review one without actually
attending an event they are playing at. On a night in which a
ton of decisions went our way, the decision to hire Bryan
Mahanes to DJ our wedding was the best one we made.
Bryan brought solemnity, smoothness, class and the party. I
apologize that this review will be too short to really convey the
masterful job that he pulled off. From the timing, pacing and
presentation of the ceremony to the handling of the various

moments in the evening (the cutting of the cake, the toasts,
moving the guests from the cocktail reception to dinner), Bryan
hit the perfect note in acting as MC for our wedding. When it
came to music, we had selected much of the pre-ceremony
music and the processional, recessional, entrance and first
dance. We thought we would have the time and inclination to
give him a playlist for the dance party. As we tried to build
something, we realized that light instructions of what we
wanted our party to be would be more effective than a limiting
playlist. Bryan brought a vision that was seamless in his mixing
of 60s Motown to modern top 40.
The music never stopped, Bryan never stopped AND he
entertained requests! My 70 year old aunts were dancing for an
hour and half. I had my ski buddies bugging out to Rihanna
(don’t ask, they’re weird dudes). My bride’s friends went nuts
to Whitney Houston’s “I Wanna Dance with Somebody”. I write
this review from the other side. If I could hire Bryan again, I
wouldn’t even think twice about it."
-Mark Higgins (groom, 2-18-17)
"5.0 We used DJ Bryan Mahanes for our wedding and he was
worth every penny. I struggled with choosing a DJ that fit our
style, would have great MC'ing skills, and was able to truly feel
out a crowd to know how to keep them going or transition from
cocktail hour, to dinner, to dancing and on. First of all, Bryan
was super responsive and flexible - he made me feel like he was
working with me to make this the best day of our lives, not just

another booking or another job. Second, his MC'ing skills and
communication to our guests was not only engaging, but super
effective. Last, but not least, his music was absolutely on point!
We actually had a full dance floor before the first course was
even finished. If you don't want to take the word from a biased
bride (haha) it may help to know that we even had our guests
AND venue staff tell us that it was one of the best wedding
party music they had been a part of. You will not regret working
with Bryan. He was absolutely phenomenal."
- Recently Married in Charleston, SC
We had another DJ cancel due to his brother getting married on
our same day. No worries though he highly recommended OBE
and I met with DJ Bryan Mahanes to discuss our style and
needs. He was amazing! I wanted classic, shag, and later party
music. As we were eating dinner I looked to my new husband
and said this guy is good! I've loved every song he has played!
He also set us up with a mic for the ceremony so everyone
could hear our readers despite the breeze. Everything worked
out and was meant to be! Thanks Bryan!
Thank you so much for being a part of our special day. It was
truly the best day of our lives and we loved every minute of it!
Thank you for continually working with us and helping us have
the beautiful music during the cocktail hour, our first dances,
the dance party we wanted(!) and the perfect music during
everything else. I kept telling Tom- he really knows what music

we love hes 5 for 5 on the first five songs". Everything worked
out perfectly. We had an amazing day, and truly unforgettable
memories."
Best,
-Tom and Chloe (April 28, 2017)
Mackenzie said...
DJ B Mahanes was better than I could have imagined! We
received so many compliments about our dj and how fun of a
wedding we had! I highly recommend Bryan! He made our
wedding unforgettable!
5.0/5.0
Quality of Service: 5.0 Responsiveness: 5.0 Professionalism: 5.0
Value: 5.0 Flexibility: 5.0
"After having to postpone our initial wedding date due to a
hurricane, DJ Bryan Mahanes was super accommodating in
rescheduling. He and the OtherBrother team took the time to
learn our taste in music and translated that to the dance floor.
Bryan seamlessly mixed oldies with new pop music and had the
entire wedding (young and old) up dancing all night long. He
also played guitar during our ceremony and cocktail hour. It
sounded amazing, and was exactly what we envisioned for a
beautiful ceremony! All night, guests were coming up to my
wife and I to tell us how much they loved the DJ. If you are
planning a wedding in the Charleston area, definitely consider
Bryan Mahanes and OtherBrother!”

"Bryan Mahanes was the HIT of the night. He was so easy going,
responsive, and great to work with. He caterers to the audience
but more importantly to the bride and groom. He went above
and beyond to make sure I was happy (the bride). Any
questions I had he would patiently and quickly respond. My 215
guests absolutely LOVED him and I couldn't stop raving about
how amazing our DJ was. I honestly could not be happier!!! The
dance floor was PACKED the entire night.. to the point we were
chanting "one more song" as the night ended. No one wanted
to leave. Also - he played acoustic guitar at the ceremony and is
extremely talented. We really lucked out. I promise you will not
be disappointed with him!"
-Maya (Bride) March 17, 2017 #luckofthebonellos
"Oh Bryan, Josh and I can't thank you enough for making our
wedding one of the best people have attended
❤ People continue to come up and comment on how great the
music was for all ages and the non stop dance party! I loved
how right off the rip you had people dancing and had to even
tell people to take a seat so they would eat haha!! You were
amazing on the acoustic guitar as well for the ceremony and
cocktail hour. You are truly amazing and helped make it a
perfect day
❤❤❤ Thank you so much!!! You are clearly the best in the
business!” - Sarah (Bride) March 4, 2017

